
15 Game 
Supplies: A deck of cards with all the 10's and face cards removed. 
To play the game: 

. Place cards between the two players. 

. players take turns to choose a card (any card they like) from the pile. 
• the winner is the first to have a set of three cards that use any of the four 

operations to total 15. 
For example, if player A draws 1,5,6 and 8, then player A would win, because 
1+6+8 is 15. Unless of course, Player B had my set of three first! 

Ditch box 
ditch 
box 

• Shuffle the cards in play and place them face down in a pile between 2 
players. 

• Each player draws 4 cards from the pile keeping them face down. 
• Player I turns over I of his cards and writes the number in any box on his 

paper. 
• Player 2 turns over I of her cards and writes the number in any box on 

her paper. 
• Players continue taking turns turning over cards and filling in the boxes 

until every box Cincludingthe ditch box) contains I number_ 
• Only I number can go into a box and once it is written, it cannot be 

changed 
• After each player has written in all 4 numbers, players decide who created 

the largest number, and that player receives a point 
• Play continues until no more cards are in the center pi ie. The person who 

has the most points at the end of the game, wins. 
▪ ditch box 
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Collect 10 

A game for pairs of students, with each student having a regular dice (the dice 

used for this game can be varied according to the needs of the students). 

Counters are also required. The players roll the dice and the player with the 

higher number showing scores a counter; if both throw the same number they 

both score a counter. 

The first player to collect 10 counters is the winner. 

Variations • The player with the lower number scores the counter each time. 

• Start with ten counters and the player with the higher number on the roll of 

the dice takes away this number of counters. The first player to have no 

counters is the winner. 

Differentiate Collect 10 

Each student has 2 regular dice. The total is obtained by adding the numbers 

rolled. 

Cross Out 

Cross out is an activity for two students. Each student writes the numbers 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 1 1, and 12 on a piece of paper. They take turns to roll two 

regular dice, add both numbers rolled and cross out the total on their piece of 

paper. The first player to cross out all the numbers is the winner. 
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